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                   I. INTRODUCTION 

MRI is the most effective application by which brain 

tumor can be detected and identified as compared to 

all other imaging methods because of its high 

contrast of soft tissues and high spatial resolution. 

Also MRI does not produce any harmful radiation. To 

extract a tumor region MRI scan image is pre 

processed and segmented. During the pre-processing 

stage, procedure such as grayscale conversion, noise 

removal, and image enhancement are undergone. 

And through waters hed segmentation method these 

pre-processed images are submitted. After which 

morphological operation is applied to the final 

resultant image to the final location of tumor region. 

 
Fig 1 Stages in Brain Tumor Detection. 

Several different systems have been suggested by 

various researchers for theclassification of tumor and 

are based on various sources of information. 

Braintumor can be cancerous or non-cancerous. This  

 

 

paper presents a classification of brain MRI whether it 

is normal or abnormal. From an abnormal MRI brain 

image the detection of tumor is carried out by 

clustering method. As the numbers of cluster are 

generally known to detect tumor, clustering is a 

suitable method for medical image segmentation. 

Different types of non-linear SVM kernel tricks are 

used for the classification, among all of them SVM-

polynomial gives better performance. 

 

III.PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
In order to perform to perform the better 

classification with low computation and high accuracy, 

A proposed algorithm scenario is presented which use 

the ANN Layer model with enhance feature extraction 

approach. The proposed algorithm ROI Prop ANN is 

presented which is an algorithm using region of 

interest, applying prop filtering approach for pre-

processing and feature extraction. Further the data is 

processed with ANN model. The obtained features are 

trained using the NPR tool and find the advantage 

accuracy over SVM classification. The algorithm ROI 

Prop ANN uses multiple layer input and output values 

which are able to process number of features. Thus 

finding a proper relevant classification is performed. 

Abstract- This Research Proposed Process Will Be Very Quick And Accurate Results Will Be Provided Through 

Images, So That Doctors And Medics Can Know Exactly The Brain Areas, Where Tumor Are Critically Affected, 

Medium Affected And Normal. There Is Already Several Automated Technique Which Has Been Developed 

For The Purpose Of MRI Segmentation. However, We Will Work On A Method For Automatic Segmentation 

And Classification Of MRI Brain Images. Here Tumor Region Is Extracted Using Ostu’sthresholding And 

Morphological Operations. Then These Segmented Images Will Undergo Wavelet Decomposition. After 

Which The Features Are Extracted From The Decomposed Image. And Then The Extracted Features Are Given 

As Input To The Support Vector Machine And The SVM Classifies The Input Image As Normal, Medium Or 

Critical. It Also Find Scope In Detection Of Problems Of Neurological Disorders, Especially Alheimers Disease. 

By Using Texture Based Features We Can Evaluate Three Different Segmentation Techniues Derived From 

Support Vector Machines. 
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The proposed methodology and its steps which is 

followed are presented below: 

 Finding the dataset from different resources which 

is extracted from the MRI units sample dataset 

availability. 

 Linearizing and Binaries the image. Here a binary 

conversion of image is performing which strength 

the complete MRI Image. 

 Thresholding and Smoothening the Image. Here a 

thinning is applied which help in finding the binary 

thinning to the image. 

 Finding the segmented area and feature extraction. 

The propregion approach is provided to extract the 

image features. 

 Prop Region help in extraction of feature, here 23 

features are obtained. Also a ROIregion of interest is 

extraction using the particular area selection. It 

helps in minimizing the processing. 

 Apply the ANN approach using the NPR tool. The 

Neural network approach help in processing a 

finding the accuracy over detection. 

 Finally the computation parameters were computed 

and compared with the current approach to show 

the efficiency of proposed algorithm. 

 

 III.PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 
The proposed architecture flow which is presented in 

overall scenario is presented in this section. 

 

 
Figure 2 Overall architecture of complete framework 

The figure 2 above, it shows the overall proposed 

architecture framework which uses for the execution. 

Proposed scenario shows the outcome performed are 

processed in systematic way and obtained high 

performance. The different provided component 

works with the flow and providing different steps to 

process the algorithm data. 

1.Pre-processing- Image pre-processing is 

performed which help in smoothing and binarizing 

the image data. Ithelp in getting sharpness among the 

image. 

2. Thresholding- This is the process of thinning the 

image data which again help in finding the edges, 

corner sand capturing all the corners of an image. It 

also help in removing the low intensity level ofdata 

available in image. 

3. Feature Extraction- Feature extraction is the 

further performed process using which the number of 

feature from the selected area is extracted. It help in 

analyzing the image data using the features available 

in the multimedia. 

4. Classification-This is the final process of prediction 

where the algorithm of processing the features and 

finally predicting the classification results such as 

accuracy and confusion matrix. Finally a result on 

computation is also get performed. Thus the given 

execution application steps help in completing the 

execution. This is the main advantage of processing 

data in multiple steps. 

 

                    IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 
 

 
Figure 3 Describe the main implementation window 

for the experimental work. 

 

After click on run button of Matlab window main 

window open. Main window has options for 

thresholding. 

 
Figure 4 Start up of the MATLAB tool for execution 
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The Complete above panel shows the execution steps 

and the functionality which is used forthe 

performance purpose. 

 
Figure 5 Module for the image uploading over the 

frame. 

 
Figure 6 Image data segmentation module. 

 

 
Figure 7 Output of the area segmentation. 

 
Figure 8 Image Data classification performance. 

 

 
Figure 9 Describe the result window for SVM Classifier 

method for the image. 

 

 
Figure 10 Input image, SVM classification and 

segmentation data outcome. 
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Figure 11 Describe the experimental window for 

segmented tumors for the image. 

 

 
Figure 12 Describe the Feature extraction using prop 

method. 

 
Figure 13 Describe the experimental window for npr 

tool and performing the ANNover extracted features. 

 
Figure 14 Describe the experimental window for 

training using ANN method for the Brain image 

 

                        V.CONCLUSION 
Bio Medical Imaging Technologies are an important 

segment of Health care which deals in important 

aspect of life. Medical health care data analysis 

required a proper access and skill set. Previously given 

algorithm discussed with different classification and 

other data mining approaches which help in reducing 

the effort. MRI images are the source of tumor images 
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through which a brain tumor/cancer and some other 

diseases such as Alzheimer’s syndrome can also be 

predicted. Here we have proposed a methodology for 

automatic segmentation and classification of MRI 

brain image with tumor. Thus again finding an 

accuracy and detection using the machine learning is 

a challenging task. Many algorithms such as KNN, 

Genetic approach and other classification is presented 

by previous research. This paper discussed the 

introduction towards the MRI images and its 

classification approaches using SVM Classifier. Further 

we are going to present a new approach to present 

high accuracy, precision, recall and detection rate over 

the existing solutions. 
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